Protect lives
with Walabot HOME
• No cameras • No wearables • No buttons • No worries
Just fall detection at its best.
®

Falls are common
and bring serious
health issues
11 seconds

50%

Is how often an adult over 65 in
America is treated in an emergency
room for a fall.

Is the amount of people who exclude
social or physical activities after a fall
because of the psychological toll.

$30,000

90%

Is the average financial cost of just one
single fall for a senior citizen.

Is the amount of seniors who are able
to return to their homes after receiving
help within an hour of a fall.

6 months
The maximum lifespan for the 1 in 4
elderly people who fall and sustain a hip
fracture. A quarter of all falls.
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Walabot HOME is the
next generation of fall-detection.
And four times more accurate
than all other existing solutions.

With no big buttons
to push or pendants
to be worn around
the neck.

Unique

Simple

Walabot HOME is the number-one
remote fall detection device. It's not
a wearable or a camera, and doesn't
require a button to be pressed in the
case of an emergency.

Designed for effortless use, Walabot
HOME requires no maintenance or
interaction.
Once set up, the device will actively
monitor the room, and you within it.

Smart
Or wrist-worn
devices that can
fall off, break, be
forgotten, or don't
recognize a fall.
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Walabot HOME uses 3D-radar-imaging
technology to automatically monitor you
and keep you safe. Even in the dark. And
even if you're unable to move.
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Walabot HOME
reduces harm
by immediately
detecting falls.

The world's first
fully automatic
fall-detection service,
at your service.
Reliable

Immediate

Walabot HOME is powered by the
world’s most advanced radio frequency
sensor technology. Vayyar technology
is so accurate that it can detect 99% of
falls. That's four times more reliable than
the leading competitor.

When Walabot HOME detects a fall,
it immediately notifies an emergency
contact. The sooner help arrives, the
faster treatment can be administered
and the quicker you can return home.

Automatic
Then automatically
calling for help
wherever that may be
within seconds.
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In the event of a fall, a two way voice
call is activated so you can speak with
your care-giver and tell them what has
happened, even if you cannot move.
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Bedroom

Kitchen

A Walabot HOME
in every room, for
all-round protection.
We know that up to
80% of all falls happen
in the bathroom.
But what about the
other 20%?

Or your bedroom. A room that's often
dark when you rise from it, or you're
tired when you retire to it.

Well, don't worry. For complete peace of
mind, you can install a Walabot HOME in
every other room of your home too.

From the minute you get up, to the
time you turn in. Walabot HOME is
there for you.

So whether you're warming up a meal,
taking a shower, carrying a hot drink, or
for those moments in the middle of the
night, Walabot HOME can watch out for
you, everywhere.

Like your kitchen. Where splashes from
the sink can make the floor wet and
slippery.
Your lounge. Where something as
harmless as a rug can become a nasty
trip hazard.

Bathroom

Living room
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How Walabot HOME
can positively affect you
Respects privacy

Restores confidence

With the increased need for assistance,
people who are aging should not
compromise privacy.

Falls and related injuries can have a
dramatic impact on your confidence.

Vayyar radio frequency sensor
technology uses no optics or cameras,
maintaining privacy across your home.

Maintains dignity
Unobtrusive monitoring allows you to
continue functioning in your daily life
with as much independence as possible.
Your sense of self and well-being is
maintained while caregivers can feel
secure that you're safe and well.
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People often reduce their activities and
social contact as a result. Sometimes
more dramatically than the physical
injury itself.

Actively monitors
Walabot HOME is always on and always
at work. Monitoring the surroundings
and analyses the results in real time. So
that it can provide immediate assistance
if there is any kind of fall or health
deterioration.
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Your well-being is
always our concern
Safety

Privacy

Your safety is our concern and so not
only are we constantly monitoring
your health but we also ensure that
our device meets all of the necessary
compliance standards.

No camera means your privacy is always
protected. Instead of collecting optic
data, Walabot HOME’s sensors capture
a general outline of your location and
position. This ensures that your identity
and personal information is never
recorded and removes any fear of a
security breach.

Approved by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC),
Walabot HOME emits monitoring waves
1,000 times weaker than an average
smartphone or Wi-Fi device making it a
completely safe addition to your home
appliances.
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Walabot HOME also works in a wide
range of conditions that cameras
cannot, including steam and darkness,
and can sense through objects like
curtains and glass walls.
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What our
customers say

Your questions. Answered.
"What if I lie on
my bed?"

Perfect peace of mind

"Easy installation, my Walabot
HOME blends with the decor of my
bathroom so I don't even notice
it's there. Brings me peace of mind
that if something happens to
mom upstairs, I'll be aware of it
immediately."
Joe H.
A Great Alternative

"I recently installed Walabot HOME
for my mother who had previously
tried pendants. She was very
frustrated with the idea of having
to wear a pendant, and so this
device is a great alternative."
Evelyn.

Made me Feel Safe

"I was worried about falling due to
my medical condition. I installed
Walabot HOME in my bathroom
and was pleasantly surprised by
how easy the setup was and how
safe it has made me feel!"

"What if I can't reach
the unit?"

Andrew S.
Welcome addition to our home

"Installed Walabot HOME in
my mother’s bathroom. We did
not have any falls since it was
installed, and hopefully won't,
but I'm very glad it is there, it
reassures me."
Gene R.
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"What if I sit on
the toilet?"

"What if the room is
dark?"
"Is the device
safe?"

Don't worry. Walabot HOME's
smart-sensor technology
recognizes the difference between
you lying on your bed and falling on
the floor.
Don't worry. Sit or stand as normal.
Walabot HOME uses advanced
learning software to continuously
familiarize itself with you and your
surroundings to keep you safe.
Don't worry. Walabot HOME doesn't
need you to press any buttons.
If you can't move, the device will
automatically call your caregiver and
open its speaker phone.
Don't worry. The technology is
based on radio waves, not cameras.
And works under any lighting
conditions.
The device meets all compliance
standards, is FCC approved,
and 1,000 times weaker than a
smartphone or Wi-Fi device.
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